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Glebar Delivers Thrufeed grinding machine capable of processing carbide cutting blanks
Ramsey, NJ, May 18, 2020 --- Driven by its solution-oriented leadership, and skilled engineering
staff, precision centerless grinding solution provider Glebar Company developed a new machine
platform capable of processing carbide cutting blanks. Noticing market studies that indicated a
healthy growth cycle in the specialty carbide cutting tool industry, especially in the aerospace
sector, Glebar went to work innovating a new manufacturing process.
Grinding carbide is challenging as it is one of the hardest materials on Earth, ranging in
hardness between 65 and 85 Rc. After sintering, carbide has a rough surface finish and chips
easily making it difficult to grind.
To grind carbide parts, an operator will thrufeed a part across a narrow grinding wheel, applying
more pressure wearing the wheel out faster. Due to the narrow work wheel, multiple passes are
required occupying skilled operators and accelerating wear on the grinding machine and on the
tooling. Legacy machines are extremely large in comparison to the small diameter of the carbide
cutting blanks and take up valuable square footage on the manufacturing floor.
Glebar was challenged to deliver a process to grind carbide cutting blanks. Following a
customer’s spec, the processes needed to maintain cylindricity of 2 microns over a 4” long part.
Glebar delivered with its innovative GT-610 EZ Centerless Grinding Machine. The GT-610 EZ
excels at thrufeed grinding hard materials such as steel, carbide, PCD inserts, and technical
ceramics while operating on a much smaller footprint than the competition.
“The GT-610 EZ uses a proven twin grip 8-5/8" wide grinding wheel setup spreading the
material removal over a longer span which results in higher throughput, less aggressive
approach reducing chipping, and a smoother overall surface finish ” explained John Bannayan,
Chief Technical Officer at Glebar Company.
Another unique feature of the GT-610 EZ is its ability to produce G-ratios that can exceed those
of machines twice its size. When running super abrasives, a variable frequency drive on the
work wheel spindle is available to increase wheel surface feet.
In this application, on the 0.750” diameter carbide blanks the roughing operation removed
0.012” and the finish pass removed 0.003” improving on the 2 Rz surface finish requirement.
Glebar met the customer’s cylindricity spec of 2 microns over the 4” long part. The straightness
and roundness of the parts were sub 1.5 microns.

For more information on Glebar’s carbide grinding capabilities or the GT-610 EZ, visit the
machine page on Glebar’s website, read the case study, call (201)-337-1500, or send an email
to info@glebar.com.
###
About Glebar Company
Glebar Company (www.glebar.com) is an innovative, vertically integrated, process improvement
company that designs and configures its standard platform of modular precision centerless
grinding machine systems to provide turnkey, custom solutions for its customers. The company
focuses on delivering a process to its customers while maximizing customer return on
investment. Founded in 1952, Glebar serves companies all over the world, across many market
segments including medical, industrial, aerospace, automotive, consumer goods, and mining. Its
machines are known for their precision, longevity, flexibility, and efficiency.
Glebar machines are made to the highest quality and safety standards and are backed by a
24/7 customer service operation which includes a team of technicians, design engineers, and
customer service representatives. The company also stocks a stand-by inventory of critical parts
and tooling for next-day delivery in the U.S., Europe, and Asia. It employs a dedicated
applications team conducting research and development activities, customer process
enhancement, and pushing the limits of grinding wheel technology. Glebar is an ISO 9001:2015
Certified Company and is ITAR Registered.
In 2020 Glebar Company acquired Electrochemical Grinding (ECG) technology solutions leader
Tridex Technology. Both companies offer innovative turnkey manufacturing solutions designed
to improve cycle times, maintain quality levels, and allow operators to easily set up and run
multiple machines.
For more information about Glebar, call (201)-337-1500, visit www.glebar.com or send an email
to info@glebar.com.

